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CYBEX GOLD

Design, Safety and Functionality (our D.S.F. Innovation 
Principle) are at the core of every CYBEX product. The 
2016 CYBEX Gold collection lives up to these principles by 
delivering exceptional design, award-winning safety and 
innovation, along with tried and tested CYBEX functionality.

Our products regularly undergo a series of strict safety and 
quality tests, both internal and external, to ensure that they 
are safe and easy to use. We make it our mission to ensure 
that they offer maximum comfort and convenience for you 
and your child. 

What’s more, our products are also analysed by the most 
critical of all judges: parents. They are the ones who put 
our products through their paces relentlessly on a day-to-
day basis. Only products that receive their approval can 
become part of our collection.

DESIGN, 
SAFETY AND  

FUNCTIONALITY

CYBEX GOLD

CONTENT

48
Baby Carrier Collection

34
Buggy Collection

56 
Child Seat Collection

12
Stroller Collection

CYBEX has received more than 250 awards  
spanning across design, safety & innovation. 

Visit our safety centre at www.cybex-online.com
for more information.
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CYBEX
STROLLERS

Versatile and individual

Whether light and flexible, or comfortable and 
sturdy, our new range of strollers are versati-
le both in terms of style and what they have to 
offer. The result is a family of strollers that suit 
every taste and requirement and are perfect-
ly adapted to the lifestyles of urban parents. 
Practical functions such as the one-hand fol-

ding mechanism with a free standing posi-
tion, along with compact size and high ma-
neuverability, CYBEX strollers are the perfect 
companions for city streets. Combined with a 
matching carry cot and our successful infant 
car seats, you have a practical 3-in-1 system to 
match all of your  needs.

STROLLERS  
OVERVIEW  14

WHY IRIS M-AIR & 
BALIOS M ? 16

IRIS M-AIR 18

BALIOS M 20

WHY AGIS M-AIR 
& ETERNIS M ? 22

AGIS M-AIR3 24

AGIS M-AIR4 26

ETERNIS M3 28

ETERNIS M4 30

CARRY COT M 32
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SECTION

FEATURES IR IS M- AIR BALIOS M

M
-L

IN
E

 F
U

N
C

T
IO

N
S

Compatible with CYBEX infant car seats  
and carry cot 

Yes Yes

With carry cot + infant car seat approved  
for use from

Birth Birth

Approved for use as a stroller, up to (in kg) 17.0 17.0

One-hand fold mechanism Yes Yes

Free-standing when folded Yes Yes

XXL sun canopy Yes Yes

Height-adjustable handle bar Yes Yes

All-wheel suspension Yes Yes

S
P

E
C

IA
L

 F
E

A
T

U
R

E
S 180° rotating comfort seat unit Yes Yes

One-hand adjustable backrest (positions) 3 3

Wheel type Light All Terrain

Number of wheels 4 4

M
E

A
S

U
R

E
M

E
N

T
S Wheel size in mm (front/back) 160/240 200/290

Fold dimensions with wheels in mm (L x W x H) 370 × 570 × 840 370 × 570 × 840

Unfolded dimensions in mm (L x W x H) 870 × 570 × 980 -1040 870 × 580 × 1000 -1060

Weight (frame, seat unit, wheels) in kg 9.7 10.6

AGIS M- AIR3 AGIS M- AIR4 E TERNIS M3 E TERNIS M4

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Birth Birth Birth Birth

17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

No No No No

Multi-positions Multi-positions Multi-positions Multi-positions

Light Light All Terrain All Terrain

3 4 3 4

160/240 160/240 200/290 200/290

350 × 570 × 750 350 × 570 × 750 420 × 590 × 750 350 × 580 × 750

970 × 570 × 1000 -1060 870 × 570 × 980 -1040 970 × 590 × 990 -1050 870 × 580 × 1000 -1060

7.7 8.2 8.8 9.7

OVERVIEW
An overview of the diverse and practical options for customisation 

and use of our strollers can be found here:

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME

OVERVIEWSTROLLERS
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INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

CYBEX 
3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Convenient and stylish to suit the everyday needs of modern parents, these strollers are uniquely 
designed and include elements to ensure maximum comfort. Both the Iris M-Air and the Balios M are 
equipped with 3-in-1 frames, meaning that you can exchange the stroller seat with either a carry cot 
or a CYBEX infant car seat (both components are optional additions).  Simply attach each travel option 
onto the unit using the adaptors included. Both the Iris M-Air and Balios M can be easily converted to 
offer maximum comfort with great design for navigating the big-city streets.

Pram Travel System Stroller

Both strollers offer the same user friendly functions 
and comfort, but the main difference between 
them are the wheels. The Iris M-Air has City-Light 
wheels that are light and manoeuvrable, smooth to 
handle on flat pavements and city streets. The tires 
are puncture-proof with a narrow tread to make 
moving around the city easy. The Balios M, with its 
large and wide wheels, also has puncture-proof 
tires and is best suited to more bumpy terrain.

THE WHEELS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

ACCESSORIES 
(p. 84)

CARRY COT 
(p. 32)

COMPACT, ONE-HAND FOLD MECHANISM

Both the Iris M-Air and Balios M can be folded with the seat unit facing forward or rearward. Thanks to 
the intuitive fold technology, both strollers become small and compact packages in a matter of seconds 
using just one hand. When in a folded position the strollers stay upright and can be stowed away easily.

SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET

Can be used in either a forward or  
rear-facing facing position.

Extra large and practical.

REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT

WHY

IRIS M-AIR & BALIOS M ?

FUNCTIONS STROLLER



IRIS M-AIR 19

The CYBEX Iris M-Air is the perfect choice for parents looking for 
a light and flexible city stroller that doesn‘t make compromises on 
comfort. The cushioned seat can be used forward or rear-facing. 
With one hand the backrest can be adjusted into multiple positions, 
including a comfortable full-flat sleeping position.

IRIS M-AIR
From birth (with carry cot) – 17 kg

WHEELS LIGHT

IRIS M-AIR

MOON DUST
515212005

OLIVE KHAKI
516221001

GRAPE JUICE
515212006

HOT & SPICY
515212003

AUTUMN GOLD 
515212001

TRUE BLUE
515212004



21BALIOS M

The CYBEX Balios M combines comfort and elegance on four 
robust and durable wheels, meaning it has no problem mastering 
cobbled streets and curbs. The reversible seat unit can be reclined 
to a comfortable lying position either forward or rear-facing, and you 
only need one hand to operate most of its functions. These details,  
among other ingenious design characteristics make the Balios M 
the perfect city stroller.

BALIOS M
From birth (with carry cot) – 17kg

WHEELS ALL TERRAIN

BALIOS M

OLIVE KHAKI
516220001

HOT & SPICY
515213003

TRUE BLUE
515213004

MOON DUST
515213005

GRAPE JUICE
515213006

AUTUMN GOLD 
515213001
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Both stroller frames have a versatile 3-in-1 capacity, perfectly suited for a diverse lifestyle with kids. There 
are three options to choose from. The luxurious stroller seat can be exchanged with the matching Carry 
Cot M (p. 29) or an award-winning CYBEX infant car seat all attached using the useful and easy-to-use 
adaptor that comes included (both components are optional additions). Urban life has never been so easy!

Both strollers offer the same user friendly functions 
and comfort, but the main difference between 
them are the wheels. The Agis M-Air has City-Light 
wheels that are light and manoeuvrable, smooth to 
handle on flat pavements and city streets. The tires 
are puncture-proof with a narrow tread to make 
moving around the city easy. The Eternis M, with 
its large and wide wheels, also has puncture-proof 
tires and is best suited to more bumpy terrain.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 84)

CARRY COT
(p. 32)

Both strollers have an intuitive fold technique. They become small and compact packages in a matter 
of seconds and the mechanism can be operated using just one hand.  When in their folded position the 
strollers stay upright and can be easily stowed away.

ONE-HAND RECLINE FUNCTION 

For a comfortable sitting and sleeping position

WHY

AGIS M-AIR & ETERNIS M ?

CYBEX 
3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

COMPACT ONE-HAND FOLD MECHANISM

Extra large and practical

SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET

THE WHEELS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Pram Travel system Stroller

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

FUNCTIONS STROLLER



25AGIS M-AIR3

The CYBEX Agis M-Air3 embodies ultimate driving enjoyment. The 
urban runabout is lightweight and agile, but still offers exceptional 
comfort. Its compact size makes it easy and fun to navigate, 
and the uncomplicated one-handed folding system makes it the 
perfect companion for use in the city.

MOON DUST
515211105

GRAPE JUICE
515211106

AUTUMN GOLD 
515211101

AGIS M-AIR3
(From birth – 17kg)

WHEELS LIGHT

AGIS M-AIR3

OLIVE KHAKI
516224001

HOT & SPICY
515211103

TRUE BLUE
515211104



27AGIS M-AIR4

The compact and stylish CYBEX Agis M-Air4 combines a fun ride 
with flexibility, stability and comfort. The elegant four-wheeler 
includes practical features like the one hand adjustable seat and a 
particularly compact size when folded, making it the perfect fit for 
busy urban parents.

AGIS M-AIR4
From birth – 17 kg 

WHEELS LIGHT

AGIS M-AIR4

MOON DUST
515211005

OLIVE KHAKI
516225001

GRAPE JUICE
515211006

HOT & SPICY
515211003

AUTUMN GOLD 
515211001

TRUE BLUE
515211004
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With its big and robust wheels, this urban runabout makes light 
work of cobbled streets and uneven surfaces for a relaxed and 
comfortable ride through the city. The CYBEX Eternis M3 is a 
versatile and agile stroller, offering a perfect mix of functionality, 
design and comfort.

ETERNIS M3
From birth – 17 kg

WHEELS ALL TERRAIN

ETERNIS M3

MOON DUST
515210105

OLIVE KHAKI
516222001

GRAPE JUICE
515210106

HOT & SPICY
515210103

AUTUMN GOLD 
515210101

TRUE BLUE
515210104
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From cobbled streets to steep curbs, the stylish CYBEX Eternis 
M4 is the perfect companion for mastering the urban jungle, even 
if you have to go off-road. This versatile and comfortable stroller 
is hard-wearing and scores extra points for its ease of use, soft 
suspension and big, robust wheels.

ETERNIS M4
From birth – 17 kg

WHEELS ALL TERRAIN

ETERNIS M4

MOON DUST
515210005

OLIVE KHAKI
516223001

GRAPE JUICE
515210006

HOT & SPICY
515210003

AUTUMN GOLD 
515210001

TRUE BLUE
515210004



33CARRY COT

The CYBEX Cot M is lightweight without compromising on comfort. An extra wide 
mattress ensures an ergonomically correct and comfortable lying position. The 
integrated XXL sun canopy with UVP50+ does not only protect from sun but thanks to 
its size, from wind and rain as well. The Carry Cot M fits all CYBEX Gold strollers.

CARRY COT
From birth – 9 kg (approx. 6 months)

CARRY COT

MOON DUST
515214005

OLIVE KHAKI
516226001

GRAPE JUICE
515214006

HOT & SPICY
515214003

AUTUMN GOLD 
515214001

TRUE BLUE
515214004



CYBEX
BUGGIES

More style, more innovation, more mobility

More style, more innovation and more mobility  
- the new CYBEX buggies are as pioneering 
as ever. The 2016 collection have all been 
completely redeveloped, including a cool new 
colour collection to choose from. There are 
also a number of special features such as 

the XXL adjustable sun canopy with UVP50+ 
sun protection and a one-hand recline system 
as well as the one-pull harness system. As 
diverse as parents‘ lifestyles may be, CYBEX 
has the right buggy to suit every requirement.

BUGGIES OVERVIEW 36

WHY  
CYBEX BUGGIES ? 38

CALLISTO 40

TOPAZ 42

ONYX 44

TWINYX 46
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FEATURES CALLISTO TOPAZ

B
U

G
G

Y
 F

U
N

C
T

IO
N

S Approved for use from Birth Birth

Approved up to (kg) 17.0 17.0

XXL sun canopy Yes Yes

Central one-pull harness 
system

Yes Yes

D
IF

F
E

R
E

N
C

E
S

Compatible with CYBEX  
infant car seats

Yes Yes

One-hand adjustable  
backrest (positions)

5 4

Head and harness cushions Yes Yes

Handle bar Height-adjustable handle bar Individual handles

M
E

A
S

U
R

E
M

E
N

T
S

Suspension Front/back Back

Wheel size in mm 170 160

Fold dimensions with wheels 
(L x W x H)

415 x 325 x 1080 400 x 310 x 1035

Unfolded dimensions in mm 
(L x W x H)

850× 525 × 1050–1070 830 × 500 × 1080

Weight (frame, seat unit, 
wheels) in kg 

8.6 8.3

ONYX TWINYX

Birth Birth

17.0 35.0

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes No

4 4

No No

Individual handles Individual handles

Back Back

140 140

360 x 310 x 1045 370 x 460 x 1040

830 × 500 × 1070 800 × 770 × 1040

7.1 11.5

OVERVIEW
Our buggies are characterised by elegance and lightness accompanied by a 

number of comfortable features. An overview can be found here. 

BUGGIES OVERVIEW

ALUMINIUM 

FRAME
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TRAVEL SYSTEM

SEAT UNIT WITH LIE -FLAT POSITION

No matter if the child is sitting or lying flat,   
comfort is guaranteed. With just one hand 
the backrest can be easily reclined into 
multiple positions. The leg rest can also be 
adjusted into two different positions: com-
pletely horizontal or upright for an optimal 
sitting position.

ACCESSORIES 
(p. 84)

XXL SUN CANOPYCENTRAL ONE-PULL 
HARNESS SYSTEM

COMPACT FOLD 
MECHANISM

The central harness system 
can be simply adjusted with one 
hand (patent pending).

Come sun, wind or rain, the 
XXL sun canopy offers UVP50+ 
sun and wind protection and 
keeps your child sheltered in 
any weather.

All of our buggies come with 
an umbrella-fold mechanism 
which transforms them into a 
compact package in seconds.

CALLISTO & TOPAZ

Height-adjustable handle bar Comfort seat unit with head and  
shoulder cushions.

CALLISTO

WHY

CALLISTO, TOPAZ,  
ONYX & TWINYX ?

With the help of a simple adaptor you can attach any of our award-winning CYBEX infant car seats 
onto the buggy frame, transforming it into a compact, space-saving and convenient travel system.

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

FUNCTIONS BUGGIES



41CALLISTO

The CYBEX Callisto is a premium luxury buggy. The all-wheel soft suspension makes this 
lightweight buggy extremely agile and manoeuvrable. Features such as the one-pull harness 
system and the height-adjustable handle bar make day trips around the city refreshingly 
easy and convenient. The Callisto is suitable for newborns and children up to 17 kg. 

CALLISTO
From birth – 17 kg

CYBEX BLACK

CALLISTO

ROYAL BLUE
516201005

MARS RED
516201003

PRINCESS PINK 
516201007

HAPPY BLACK
516201001

BLACK
516201033
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With convenient functions built into a lightweight structure, the CYBEX Topaz is an 
indispensable companion for city life.  With an additional adaptor, you can attach one of 
our CYBEX infant car seats onto the frame, converting the Topaz into a stylish and useful 
travel system.

TOPAZ
From birth – 17 kg

CYBEX BLACK

TOPAZ

ROYAL BLUE
516203005

BLACK
516203025

MARS RED
516203003

PRINCESS PINK 
516203007

HAPPY BLACK
516203001
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The CYBEX Onyx is a premium and fashionable city buggy. It’s sophisticated yet easy-to-
use functions and light frame make it extremely versatile and provide the highest level of 
comfort and joy for parents and kids alike. 

ONYX
From birth – 17 kg

CYBEX BLACK

ONYX

ROYAL BLUE
516202005

BLACK
516202035

MARS RED
516202003

PRINCESS PINK 
516202007

HAPPY BLACK
516202001



47TWINYX

With the CYBEX Twinyx, every ride is double the fun for both parents and children. Thanks to 
its compact size, it fits through doors, shopping aisles and elevators. Our twin buggy offers 
two individually adjustable XXL sun canopies with UVP50+ sun protection, two central one-
pull harness systems and one-hand reclinable backrests, fulfilling the needs of parents with 
twins or similar aged little ones.

TWINYX
From birth – 35 kg*

TWINYX

*From birth up to max. 2x15 kg (EN1888 tested) – 5 kg additional load (tested by Intertek)

PRINCESS PINK
516204003

HAPPY BLACK
516204001



Physical contact stimulates basic trust and 
makes a baby feel loved and cared for, aiding its 
physical and mental development. Discovering 
the world “at eye level” can help develop a healthy 
self-confidence for your baby and promote their 

senses. All CYBEX baby carriers and slings allow 
you to establish a close bond to your baby while 
keeping your hands free.  All of our carriers and 
slings have been developed in close collaboration 
with orthopaedists and midwives.

CYBEX 
BABY CARRIERS 

& SLINGS
A close bond

WHY CYBEX 
CARRIERS ? 50

2.GO 52

MY.GO 54

U.GO 55



ANATOMICAL FIT

50 51

Physical contact between parent and baby has a lasting effect, building trust and making the baby 
feel loved and cared for. This is crucial for both the physical and the emotional development of 
the child. Our CYBEX carriers allow parents to have both hands free while remaining close to the 
baby. Additionally, carrying the baby while it sits in a spread-squat position helps support a healthy 
development of the hip joints.

CARRYING YOUR BABY HAS MANY ADVANTAGES FOR YOU AND YOUR CHILD
Among other things carrying your child can:

• Encourage feelings of security and basic trust. 
• Promote a healthy physical and emotional 
 development.

ACCESSORIES
A comfortable and warm full-body wind and weather protector with fleece lining.

The well-padded shoulder straps 
and extra-wide waist belt provide 
equal weight distribution away 
from the shoulders and take 
strain off the wearer‘s back.

Extra-wide belts with soft pad-
ding put less strain on the wea-
rer‘s back and ensure optimum 
carrying comfort.

The CYBEX baby carriers promote 
the spread-squat position which is 
recommended by orthopedists 
as it can help to support a healthy 
development of baby‘s hip joints.

The parent is not restricted when wearing the carrier, 
and can move freely while at the same time, the baby 
gets the physical connection it needs during these 
early years.

When the baby is carried, the physical contact and 
connection between parent and baby has a lasting 
effect. It builds basic trust and makes a baby feel loved 
and cared for by feeling the heartbeat and warmth of 
the parent. The spread-squat position the baby adopts 
inside the carrier is ideal for the physical development 
as it aids  the development of the hip joints.

OPTIMAL WEIGHT 
DISTRIBUTION

EXTRA-WIDE BELTS SPREAD - SQUAT 
POSITION

ERGONOMIC CARRYING POSITION

WHY

2.GO, MY.GO & U.GO ?

• Allows for the develoment of a strong  
 bond between parent and child.
• Gives the parent the flexibility of keeping  
 their hands free. 

BABY CARRIERS & SLINGS FUNCTIONS

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE



532.GO

The CYBEX 2.GO baby carrier fulfils a baby’s natural need for body contact, and is an ideal 
companion for baby�s first years due to it�s ergonomic shape. Individually adjustable, the 2.GO 
perfectly adapts to the body of the baby, providing extra comfort for both parent and child.

FROM APPROX. 
3 MONTHS  

front, facing inwards

FROM APPROX. 
4 MONTHS  
back position

FROM APPROX. 
6 MONTHS   
mobility seat

FROM APPROX. 
4 MONTHS  

hip position

FIVE CARRYING POSITIONS

FROM APPROX. 
6 MONTHS   
facing forward

2.GO
3.5 – 18 kg (approx. 3 months – 5 years)

2.GO

OYSTER
514303005

OCEAN
514303006

LOLLIPOP
514303007
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The extra-wide seat area of the CYBEX my.GO baby carrier promotes the spread-squat 
position recommended by orthopaedists to support a healthy development of the baby’s 
hip joints. The baby carrier has an integrated seat insert to provide extra support for 
newborns and can be adjusted as the child gets bigger. The extra-padded shoulder straps 
and a wide hip strap distribute the weight of the baby, taking the strain off the wearer’s back.

FROM BIRTH 
with integrated  
seat support

FROM APPROX.  
6 MONTHS 
back position

FROM APPROX.  
3 MONTHS 

front, facing inwards

FROM APPROX.  
4 MONTHS 
 hip position

The CYBEX u.GO sling combines the individual carrying needs of baby and wearer with a 
touch of style. The elastic fabric made of natural cotton makes tying easier and offers the 
child maximum comfort. The individual tying options mean that the wrap can be adjusted 
to suit the child’s size.

FROM BIRTH  
cradle position

FROM APPROX.  
6 MONTHS  
back position

FROM BIRTH  
sitting position,  
facing inwards 

FROM APPROX.  
4 MONTHS 

hip position 

MY.GO
3.5 – 20 kg (from birth – approx. 5 years)

U.GO
From 3.5 to 16 kg (from birth – 3 years)

MULTIPLE CARRYING POSITIONS, E.G.FOUR CARRYING POSITIONS

U.GOMY.GO

OYSTER
514304005

OCEAN
514304006

LOLLIPOP 
514304007

OYSTER
514301005

OCEAN
514301006

LOLLIPOP 
514301007



We make efforts to make our products fashio-
nable and appealing. But our principle mission is 
always to provide your child with maximum safety 
in the car. To make sure of this, CYBEX products 
undergo hundreds of crash tests during the de-
velopment process. It is no coincidence then 

that, each year, our infant car seats consistently 
achieve outstanding results in the most important 
European safety and consumer tests. Every new 
crash test brings about further improvements 
when we develop our products and we use the 
most up-to-date testing technology to ensure this.

CYBEX
CAR SEATS

Award-winning safety

PRODUCTS GROUP 
 0+ (0 – 13 KG)  58

SIRONA M i-SIZE 62

PRODUCTS GROUP  
1 (9  – 18 KG)  68

PRODUCTS GROUP 
1/2/3 (9  – 36 KG) 72

PRODUCTS GROUP  
2/3 (15 – 36 KG) 78

ACCESSORIES 86
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HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

8-position adjustable headrest with integra-
ted harness guide for protection that grows 
with the child

INTEGR ATED XXL SUN CANOPY

Perfect protection against against wind and 
sun with UVP50+

L.S.P. SYSTEM 

The Linear Side-impact Protection reduces 
energy in a side-impact collision

EXTRA WIDE Y-HARNESS STRAPS

With soft belt and crotch pads

REMOVABLE SEAT INLAY

For a f lat lying position

ENERGY ABSORBING SHELL 
Provides outstanding side-impact protection 

The Linear Side-impact Protection (L.S.P. System) 
absorbs the force of a side-impact collision in com-
bination with the energy absorbing shell. The very 
first forces of an accident are transferred by the 
extended side protector facing the door and are  
distributed to the car seat‘s shell. The flexible mate-
rial and structure of the infant car seat then reduce 
the forces of an impact.

LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

ENERGY ABSORBING 
SHELL

The harness adjusts automati-
cally together with the headrest.

Perfect wind and sun protection 
with UVP50+.

Reduces the forces of an impact 
and channels the forces away 
from the baby.

ACCESSORIES 
(p. 86)

Working in close collaboration with German doctors and midwives, a new function was developed 
and tested to provide a flat lying position. Thanks to the removable insert of the seat, the risk of 
breathing difficulties caused by the head falling forward can be significantly reduced for small and 
premature babies.

LIE-FLAT POSITION

ECE R-44/04 SUPPLEMENT 7 
TESTED BY DEKRA 
ACCREDITED BY KBA (KRAFTFAHRTBUNDESAMT –
GERMAN FEDERAL OFFICE FOR MOTOR TRAFFIC)

WHY

ATON 4 ?

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

INTEGRATED XXL 
SUN CANOPY

GROUP 0+ FUNCTIONS



61ATON 4

Following in the footsteps of its predecesssor Aton 2, – a Gr. 0+ test winner in the 06/2102 
Stiftung Warentest child car seat test – the CYBEX Aton 4 offers a flat lying position for small 
and premature babies. This is created through a removable insert which can reduce the risk 
of suffocation caused by a possible tipping forward of the newborn‘s head.

AWARDS

ATON 4
0 – 13 kg (birth – 18 Months) ECE R 44/04

ATON 4

AUTUMN GOLD
515104217

MANHATTAN GREY
516104010

PRINCESS PINK
516104014

MARS RED
516104006

OLIVE KHAKI
516104004

ROYAL BLUE
516104008

PHANTOM GREY
516104012

HAPPY BLACK
516104002



62 SIRONA M i-SIZE
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SIRONA M i-SIZE
WHY REAR-FACING?

Doctors, accident researchers, as well as consumer and health organisations such as Which?, the ADAC 
and the German independent consumer testing organisation Stiftung Warentest all recommend to ex-
tend the time that children travel rear-facing to beyond Group 0+. The risk of injury has been shown to be 
much lower for children traveling in rear-facing Group 1 car seats. These results have been verified by 
statistics from countries which primarily use rear-facing seats for older children (i.e. Group 1 seats). This 
is why we recommend a rear-facing transport for children up to 105 cm (approx. 4 years).

Unlike adults, the head of a baby is very big and 
heavy in relation to its body. A baby‘s head is 
equal to 25 per cent of its overall body weight, 
while the neck and spine muscles are not yet 
fully developed. They need special protecti-
on, particularly in case of an accident. In the 
event of a collision, the CYBEX Sirona  M i-Size 

INJURY RATES IN GERMANY  
AND SWEDEN

 functions like a protective shield to protect the 
sensitive neck and vertebra. The force of impact 
is distributed evenly over the large surface of the 
backrest meaning the strain on the neck, shoul-
ders, head and internal organs is significantly re-
duced. This is why a rear-facing car seat helps to 
reduce the risk of an injury in a frontal collision.

REAR-FACING VS  
FORWARD -FACING

Safely rear-facing until your child  
reaches 105 cm in height

New

DRIVING DIRECTION
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GROUP 0+ 
0 – 13 KG (APPROX.  
0 – 18 MONTHS)

GROUP 1 
9 – 18 KG (APPROX.  
9 MONTHS – 4 YEARS)
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PRECENTAGE OF INJURIES TO CHILDREN

SOURCE: VTI 2001, TU BERLIN 1999 

REAR-FACING 
AGE: 0 – 1

REAR- 
FACING

FRONT- 
FACING

ECE R-129 (i-SIZE)
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GROWING PROTECTION

11-position height-adjustable headrest.  
Excellent protection for every age 

EASY ENTRANCE AND EXIT
Magnetic harness clips make taking your 
child out of the seat easy

INTEGRATED L.S.P. SYSTEM
Extendable on side facing the car door

ONE-HAND  
RECLINE FUNCTION 

For an optimal sitting and lying position (5 
rear-facing, 3 forward-facing)

CLICK-IN SEAT FITTING SYSTEM

Enables an easy change between the 
rearward and the optional forward  
facing position

REAR-FACING UP TO 4 YEARS 
Up to 105 cm (approx. 4 years);  
optional forward facing  
(from 76 cm and 16 months)

The CYBEX Sirona M i-Size complies with the new ‘i-Size’ European requirements and regulations for car  
seats. The new i-Size regulations state that children aged 15 months and under must travel in a rear- 
facing infant car seat. 

At CYBEX we recommend prolonging the time that children travel in a rear-facing position in the Sirona  
M i-Size until they are 105 cm in height (approx. 4 years). The Sirona M i-Size can also be used in cars 
which do not comply with i-Size. Please see the compatibility list on the CYBEX website.

ECE R-129 ( i- SIZE)

ACCESSORIES
(p. 86)

INTEGRATED  
L.S .P. SYSTEM 

ONE-HAND RECLINE 
FUNCTION

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

For maximum safety in case of 
a side-impact collision.

Adjustable with one hand (rear-
ward facing: 5 positions; forward 
facing: 3 positions)

11-position height adjustable 
headrest with integrated harness 
guides that grow with your child.

REARWARD AND FORWARD FACING TRANSPORT

Thanks to the newborn inlay 
(available separately) the new  
Sirona M i-Size allows you to 
transport babies rear-facing from 
birth up to a height of 105 cm 
(approx. 4 years). Children  can 
be  transported  forward-facing 
once they reach 16 months and a 
height of 76 cm.

ECE R-129 (i-SIZE)

WHY

SIRONA M i-SIZE ?

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

ECE R-129 (i-SIZE) FUNCTIONS 
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When using the CYBEX Sirona M i-size, the child can be transported in a rear-facing position 
from birth until they reach 105 cm in height (approx. 4 years) thanks to a newborn inlay 
which is available separately. The new, intelligent design means that even bigger kids have 
plenty of leg room to sit comfortably.  But it doesn‘t take up too much space either – the 
Sirona M i-Size can be easily installed in smaller cars. Additional features such as the one-
hand reclining function provide extra convenience and make everyday use easier. 

SIRONA M i-SIZE
Birth – 105 cm (up to 18 kg, approx. 4 years)

SIRONA M i-SIZE

AUTUMN GOLD
516122029

MANHATTAN GREY
516122025

PRINCESS PINK
516122031

MARS RED
516122021

OLIVE KHAKI
516122019

ROYAL BLUE
516122023

PHANTOM GREY
516122027

HAPPY BLACK
516122017
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The impact shield (patent pending) works similar to 
an airbag, significantly reducing the force of impact 
by distributing it over the energy-absorbing mate-
rials. The sensitive neck, head and chest area of 
the child are well protected thanks to the adjustable  
impact shield. It adjusts to perfectly fit the child‘s 
body and offers more freedom of movement for 
the upper body compared to conventional impact 
shield car seats.

8-POSITION HEIGHT-ADJUSTBALE 
COMFORT HEADREST

For a perfect fit at every age

L.S.P. SYSTEM PLUS

Optimised Linear Side-impact Protection

AIR- CIRCULATION SYSTEM

Maintains a comfortable body temperature

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

More comfort and freedom of movement

LIGHTWEIGHT (ONLY 6 .7 KG)

Allows for an easy change between vehicle 
and puts less strain on the back

ISOFIX CONNECT

For extra stability and safety
AIR CIRCULATION 

SYSTEM
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 

HEADREST
L.S.P. SYSTEM

The air circulation system integ-
rated into the backrest ensures a 
comfortable sitting temperature 
even on hot days.

Thanks to a height-adjustable 
headrest the seat grows with 
the child for a perfect fit and 
maximum safety throughout the 
whole period of use.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 86)

RECLINING BACKREST

Thanks to the recline function the seat perfectly adjusts to the 
vehicle seat.

ISOFIX CONNECT

For more stability and safety.

In case of an accident, the forces 
of a side-impact collision is sys-
tematically absorbed and the 
head is actively guided into a 
safe position.

WHY 

JUNO 2-FIX ?

ADJUSTBALE IMPACT SHIELD

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

FUNCTIONSGROUP 1
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Our CYBEX Juno 2-fix is the Group 1 Stiftung Warentest test winner 11/2013, while 
Europe‘s biggest automobile club, ADAC, rated it “Very Good” in all test categories. This 
is largely due to the adjustable impact shield (patent pending), the optimised Linear Side-
impact Protection, and the excellent handling and ergonomics.

JUNO 2-FIX
TEST WINNER GR. 1

9 – 18 kg (approx. 9 months – 4 years) ECE R-44/04

AWARDS

JUNO 2-FIX

AUTUMN GOLD
515119018

MANHATTAN GREY
516151010

PRINCESS PINK
516151014

MARS RED
516151006

OLIVE KHAKI
516151004

ROYAL BLUE
516151008

PHANTOM GREY
516151012

HAPPY BLACK
516151002



PALLAS M-FIX
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For children starting from 15 kg (approx. 3 years) the Pallas M(-fix) can be easily converted into a Group 
2/3 seat Solution M/ M-fix in just a few simple steps. The Pallas M series grows with the child and provides 
optimal safety and a lifespan of up to 11 years.

PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

Prevents the child’s head from falling 
forwards while asleep

INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE LINEAR 
SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

L.S.P. System Plus

2-IN-1 SEAT

Can be converted into the Solution M(-fix)

ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD

Adjustable with one hand

ISOFIX CONNECT  
(ONLY PALLAS M-FIX)

For extra stability and safety. Can also be 
used in vehicles without ISOFIX.

COMFORTABLE, ONE-HAND  
RECLINE FUNCTION

Can be easily adjusted to a sleeping position 
with just one hand (Group 1)

ACCESSORIES 
(p. 86)

The CYBEX patented 3-position reclining headrest shifts the balance point of the child’s head slightly 
back and can prevent it from falling forwards when the child is asleep. In case of a side-impact 
collision, the child’s head remains within the safety zone of the seat, ensuring maximum protection.

SECURE WITH  
IMPACT SHIELD

L.S.P. SYSTEM

Similar to an inflated airbag, 
the forces of a collision are 
distributed across the entire 
surface of the cushion, pro-
tecting the sensitive head, 
neck and shoulder areas. The 
adjustable impact shield offers 
comfort without confinement 
(patent pending). An optimized 
belt routing increases safety 
and makes installation easier.

The force of a side-impact col-
lision is systematically reduced 
by individually adjustable side 
protectors, as well as by the 
shoulder and head protectors. 
At the same time, the body’s 
kinetic energy caused by the 
impact is absorbed right away 
and the head is actively guided 
into a safe position. 

ECE R-44/04 SUPPLEMENT 7 
TESTED BY DEKRA 
ACCREDITED BY KBA (KRAFTFAHRTBUNDESAMT –
GERMAN FEDERAL OFFICE FOR MOTOR TRAFFIC)

COMFORTABLE  
RECLINE FUNCTION

Thanks to a comfortable recline 
function the seat can be easily 
adjusted with just one hand for 
a relaxed journey (Group 1 only).

WHY

PALLAS M / PALLAS M-FIX ?

2-IN-1 SEAT

PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

FUNCTIONSGROUP 1/2/3
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The 2-in-1 seat was the test winner in Group 1/2/3 in the 06/2015 tests conducted by 
German Stiftung Warentest. The Pallas M-fix grows with the child and therefore offers 
excellent safety up to 11 years: In Group 1, Pallas M-fix and its adjustable impact shield 
protects against neck injuries without being restrictive. For children from 15 kg (approx. 
3 years and above) the seat can be easily converted into a Solution M-fix. It can also be 
used in cars without ISOFIX thanks to the flexible connectors. 

Pallas M offers optimised safety and comfort with a lifespan of up to 11 years. The 2-in-1 
seat can be used in a vehicle with a 3-point harness belt. In Group 1, the Pallas M features 
an adjustable impact shield. In case of a frontal collision, the force of impact is distributed 
across the entire surface of the impact shield, similar to an inflated airbag. For Group 2/3, the 
seat can be easily converted into a Solution M once the child reaches 15 kg (approx. 3 years).

PALLAS M
9 – 36 kg (approx. 9 months – 12 years) ECE R-44/04

PALLAS M-FIX
TEST WINNER GR. 1/2/3

9 – 36 kg (approx. 9 monts – 12 years) ECE R-44/04

AWARDSAWARDS

PALLAS M-FIX PALLAS M

AUTUMN GOLD
515115009

MANHATTAN GREY
516134009

PRINCESS PINK
516134013

MARS RED
516134005

OLIVE KHAKI
516134003

ROYAL BLUE
516134007

PHANTOM GREY
516134011

HAPPY BLACK
516134001

AUTUMN GOLD
515112009

MANHATTAN GREY
516133009

PRINCESS PINK
516133013

MARS RED
516133005

OLIVE KHAKI
516133003

ROYAL BLUE
516133007

PHANTOM GREY
516133011

HAPPY BLACK
516133001



SOLUTION M-FIX
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PATENTED RECLINING HEADREST

More safety while sleeping

12-POSITION HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST
Comfortable protection that grows with 
the child

INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE LINEAR 
SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

L.S.P. System Plus

AIR CIRCULATION SYSTEM

Maintains a comfortable body temperature 
even on hot days

ISOFIX CONNECT 

(Only Solution M-fix) For extra stability 
and safety. Can also be used in vehicles 
without ISOFIX.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 86)

12-POSITION HEIGHT- 
ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

RECLINING BACKREST

Comfortable protection that grows with the child. Perfectly adjusts to the vehicle seat.

ECE R-44/04 SUPPLEMENT 7 
TESTED BY DEKRA 
ACCREDITED BY KBA (KRAFTFAHRTBUNDESAMT –
GERMAN FEDERAL OFFICE FOR MOTOR TRAFFIC)

WHY

SOLUTION M / 
SOLUTION M-FIX ? 

LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

The force of a side-impact collision is systematically 
reduced  by individually adjustable side protectors as 
well as by the shoulder and head protectors. At the 
same time, the body’s kinetic energy caused by the 
impact is absorbed right away and the head is guided 
into a safe position.

The integrated circulation sys-
tem supports a comfortable 
body temperature even on hot 
days. 

The CYBEX patented 3-position reclining headrest shifts the 
balance point of the child’s head slightly back and can prevent it 
from falling forwards when the child is asleep. In case of a side-
impact collision, the child’s head remains within the safety zone of 
the seat, ensuring maximum protection.

PATENTED HEAD PROTECTION AIR CIRCULATION 
SYSTEM

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE

GROUP 2/3 FUNCTIONS
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The Solution M-fix was the test winner in Group 2/3 in the 06/2015 test conducted by German 
Stiftung Warentest (on par with one product from a different manufacturer). The newest 
member of the successful Solution series stands out through its range of innovative safety 
and comfort functions such as the patented reclining headrest, the individually adjustable 
LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION SYSTEM (L.S.P. System Plus), the 12-position height-
adjustable headrest and the air ventilation system.

Excellent safety functions and pioneering comfort properties. In the 06/2015 test conducted 
by German Stiftung Warentest the Solution M emerged as the test winner in Group 2/3 (on 
par with one product from a different manufacturer). The seat offers the same innovative 
safety and comfort functions as the Solution M-fix without the ISOFIX Connect system and 
is suitable for vehicles with a 3-point harness guide.

SOLUTION M-FIX
TEST WINNER GR. 2/3

15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 – 12 years) ECE R-44/04

SOLUTION M
TEST WINNER GR. 2/3

15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 – 12 years) ECE R-44/04

AWARDSAWARDS

SOLUTION M-FIX SOLUTION M

AUTUMN GOLD
515114018

MANHATTAN GREY
516146010

PRINCESS PINK
516146014

MARS RED
516146006

OLIVE KHAKI
516146004

ROYAL BLUE
516146008

PHANTOM GREY
516146012

HAPPY BLACK
516146002

AUTUMN GOLD
515118018

MANHATTAN GREY
516145010

PRINCESS PINK
516145014

MARS RED
516145006

OLIVE KHAKI
516145004

ROYAL BLUE
516145008

PHANTOM GREY
516145012

HAPPY BLACK
516145002
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CYBEX SEAT LINER

RAIN COVER

The comfortable CYBEX seat liner fits on all CYBEX buggies. Washable and reversible.

Wind and weather protection for all strollers and buggies.

PARASOL

Parasol, cup holder, baby bag, base or summer cover 
there is a wide range of accessories for all CYBEX products.

Installed with one click, individually adjustable  
and with UVP50+ sun protection. 

BABY BAG

FOOTMUFF FOR BUGGIES AND STROLLERS

CUP HOLDER

The CYBEX baby bag is a practical and stylish companion. The bag features a wet compartment, bottle holder and changing mat.

Footmuff with dirt-resistant plastic insert. Provides protection against wind and weather. 
 Easy-care functional fabrics. Cosy fleece lining. 

Practical cup holder compatible with 
 all CYBEX buggies

ADAPTOR

Connects CYBEX infant car seats  
with our buggies.

LEG COVER FOR BUGGIES AND STROLLERS

Leg cover with dirt-resistant plastic insert and a cosy fleece lining. Protects against wind and weather.

ALWAYS THE RIGHT

ACCESSORY

ACCESSORIES STROLLERS & BUGGIES ACCESSORIES STROLLERS & BUGGIES

BLACK
516440012

RED
516440008

BLUE
516440010

FOR CYBEX  
BUGGIES & STROLLERS

515404008

AGIS M-AIR 
& ETERNIS M

515412002

ONYX, 
TOPAZ & CALLISTO 

 511405002

IRIS M-AIR, BALIOS M &  
CARRY COT

515412004

BLACK /  515407006 RED /515407004 BLUE /  515407008

BLACK 
515404038

RED
515404034

BLUE 
515404036

BLACK
511411002

CALLISTO
ONYX & TOPAZ 

511409002

BLACK 
516440002

BLUE 
516440006

RED
516440004
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ISOFIX GUIDES FIXING BELT

ATON 4 FOOTMUFF ATON BASE 2-FIX & ATON BASE 2

Makes installation easier while protecting fabric 
and leather seat covers.

Prevents any movement of the child seat by 
connecting the headrest with the rear seat.

Footmuff with dirt-resistant plastic insert. Provides protection against wind 
and weather. Easy-care functional fabrics. Cosy fleece lining.

Safe and easy one-click installation without the need for strapping in.

Made of 85% cotton and 15% polyester. Keeps the child comfortable and cool on hot summer days.

SUMMER COVER

NEWBORN INLAY

For use in the Sirona M i-size from birth onwards.

ACCESSORIES CAR SEATS

JUNO 2-FIX
 512400002

PALLAS M(-FIX)
SOLUTION M(-FIX) 

 515402102

050054002 511410001

SIRONA M i- SIZE
516403002

ATON 4 
 513409002

ATON BASE 2-FIX
 513126002

ATON BASE 2
 513125002

BLACK GREY
 514401002

BLACK  515402004
BLUE  515402008
GREY  515402006
RED  515402002
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